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Expert chef creates cookbook for Idaho’s outdoorsmen.
Caldwell, Idaho - A lifelong outdoorsman and experienced professional chef, Nampa Idaho resident
Randy King has written a cookbook that focuses on the best and most efficient ways to prepare wild
fish and game harvested in the West. In Chef in the Wild King offers a comprehensive primer for the
hunter and fisherman wondering what to do with the daily harvest. Chef in the Wild is more than just
a cookbook, as King recounts his adventures in the mountains and on the rivers of the west (and the
pond and field near his home) in humorous and thoughtful essays and provides helpful information
on the cleaning, storing, preparing and cooking of wild game.
“I guess you could say this book has been a lifetime in the making,” says King. “I’ve spent most of
my life hunting and fishing and then, after being trained as a chef, I’ve found the perfect way to
combine my love of food with my love of the West’s landscape and wildlife.” King recounts in the
book his commitment to serving wild harvested fish and game to his family. “I hope that this book
can relay to the outdoorsman the importance of clean harvest and efficient utilization of game. It is a
healthier alternative to processed food and it is a great way of life.”
Chef in the Wild is published by Idaho’s oldest publishing house, Caxton Press of Caldwell Idaho
and the book is now available at local bookstores and online.
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